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We use a solvable model to examine double-b decay, focusing on the neutrinoless mode. After examining
the ways in which the neutrino propagator affects the corresponding matrix element, we address the problem
of finite model-space size in shell-model calculations by projecting our exact wave functions onto a smaller
subspace. We then test both traditional and more recent prescriptions for constructing effective operators in
small model spaces, concluding that the usual treatment of double-b-decay operators in realistic calculations is
unable to fully account for the neglected parts of the model space. We also test the quality of the quasiparticle
random phase approximation and examine a recent proposal within that framework to use two-neutrino decay
to fix parameters in the Hamiltonian. The procedure eliminates the dependence of neutrinoless decay on some
unfixed parameters and reduces the dependence on model-space size, though it does not eliminate the latter
completely.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation double-b-decay experiments will provide
data on the mass of the lightest neutrino [1]. But to interpret
the data accurately we will need to better understand the
nuclear physics that influences the decay rate. The problem
of calculating double-b-decay matrix elements has occupied
nuclear theorists for a long time. The latest in a long history
of neutrinoless-decay calculations are thought to approxi-
mate exact results to within factors of 3 or 4, but that esti-
mate is not much more than an informed guess. In short, the
calculations need to be improved.
Almost all current calculations are performed either in the
quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) or the
shell model. The two methods differ in the types of correla-
tions they take into account. The QRPA can include the cu-
mulative effects of small numbers of particles or holes far
above or below the Fermi surface, but the correlations are of
a specific type. The shell model is restricted to configurations
with low excitation, but correlates them in all possible ways.
The QRPA calculations indicate that nearly empty orbits
relatively far from the Fermi surface play a significant role in
the nuclear ground states, implying that the shell model is
leaving something out. We are not referring here to the short-
range correlations coming from the nucleon hard core, the
representation of which requires very high-lying excitations.
QRPA correlations are longer range, connected to orbits just
10 or 20 MeV away from the Fermi surface; the shell model
usually cannot include even these. Within the levels it does
include, however, the shell model indicates that QRPA cor-
relations are too simple. We need either to add the effects of
more complicated correlations to the QRPA or to include
effects of additional single-particle levels in the shell model
(or perhaps do both).
The way to correct for the finite shell-model space is to
construct effective Hamiltonians and transition operators.
Unfortunately, the equations that determine effective opera-
tors are hard to solve and perturbative approximations often
do not work. Phenomenology is the usual substitute. Thus,
the effective Hamiltonians computed within perturbation
theory usually include only two-body terms that are then
renormalized to fit ground-state energies and other observ-
ables. Effective transition operators are often taken to have
the same form as the bare operators but are multiplied by
effective coupling constants. Such prescriptions can work
well when there are lots of data to which parameters can be
fit, but for the two-body operator governing neutrinoless
double-b beta decay, which has not yet been observed at all,
the use of the bare operator with or without simple multipli-
cative renormalization is suspect. Yet such is the state of the
art in shell-model calculations of double-b decay. To im-
prove these calculations, we should focus on a better deter-
mination of the effective decay operator.
Here we use a solvable model based on the algebra SOs5d
to test some of the assumptions that go into calculations of
double-b decay in 76Ge, one of the most promising isotopes
for experiment. We diagonalize the model Hamiltonian and
calculate the rates of both two-neutrino s2nd and neutrinoless
s0nd decay in a space consisting of a degenerate pfg9/2 va-
lence shell, and a higher-energy degenerate sdg7/2 shell. In
this quite realistic model space (albeit with unrealistically
simple correlations), we can compare the behavior of the two
kinds of decays, which depend differently on radial wave
functions, as we vary couplings in the Hamiltonian. We can
also project the full wave function onto states in which all
nucleons are in the lower shell and test procedures for con-
structing effective interactions and operators. Though techni-
cally we are calculating Fermi decay, we allow isospin to be
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violated so that our calculation mimics many of the aspects
of Gamow-Teller decay. We find, for example, that an effec-
tive two-body operator that reproduces decay rates exactly in
nuclei with just a few valence nucleons, while better than the
bare operator, is far from perfect when applied to a nucleus
such as 76Ge that has many valence particles. The more phe-
nomenological prescription of multiplying the bare operator
by an effective coupling requires different renormalization
factors for 2n and 0n decay. Such results, while perhaps
unsurprising, contradict common practice.
We also examine some related ideas. A recently proposed
technique for constructing effective operators nonperturba-
tively through a Lanczos approximation to the many-body
Green’s function usually proves efficient but appears to offer
little advantage over the Lanczos methods already used in
shell-model calculations for double-b decay. A recent pro-
posal for adjusting the Hamiltonian in the QRPA to fit mea-
sured 2n decay, though it eliminates the dependence on some
of the parameters in the Hamiltonian and reduces the depen-
dence on model-space size, does not work as well in this
model as in more realistic calculations. The QRPA itself,
ironically, reproduces exact solutions extremely accurately
here.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows: In Sec. II we
discuss the model. Though it has been used before in 2n
decay [2], ours is the first application to 0n decay, the opera-
tor for which is not built from SOs5d generators and there-
fore takes some effort to manipulate. Section III tests com-
mon prescriptions for constructing effective operators in a
truncated model space against exact solutions in the full
model space. In Sec. IV we examine the proposal of Ref. [3]
to renormalize the Hamiltonian in the QRPA. Section V is a
conclusion. The Appendix contains explicit formulas for ma-
trix elements of double-b decay operators in the model.
II. SO5 MODEL
We consider the nuclei 76Ge and 76Se in a “small” shell-
model space containing 12 protons and 24 neutrons (for Ge)
in a degenerate pfg9/2 valence shell, and in a “large” space
containing the small space together with all possible excita-
tions of the nucleons into a degenerate version of the next
shell ssdg7/2d, which is an energy e above the pfg9/2 shell.
We usually use one of two different values of e so that either
about 20% of the particles are in the upper levels, or about
6%. Both values of the splitting, probably, are unrealistically
small for the kind of long-range correlations we have in
mind, but our correlations are unrealistically simple and we
compensate in part by lowering e (for one test we will use a
very large e that results in 1% of the particles in the upper
levels). The single-particle wave functions come from a har-
monic oscillator with length parameter b=2.12 fm.
The Hamiltonian, constructed from the generators of
SOs5d3SOs5d [one SOs5d for each degenerate set of levels],
is [4]
H = eNˆ 2 − G o
a,b=1
2
sSpp
†aSpp
b + Snn
†aSnn
b + gppSpn
†aSpn
b
− gphTa · Tbd ,
s1d
where a ,b=1,2 label the shells slower and upperd, e is the
energy difference between the shells, Nˆ 2 is the number op-
erator for the upper shell, Ta is total isospin operator for shell
a, and
Spp
†a
=
1
2 oaPa j
ˆ
afpa
†pa
†g0
0
,
Snn
†a
=
1
2 oaPa j
ˆ
afna
†na
†g0
0
,
Spn
†a
=
1
˛2 oaPa j
ˆ
afpa
†na
†g0
0
. s2d
Here pa
† sna
†d creates a proton (neutron) in level a with an-
gular momentum ja, jˆ;˛2j+1, and the square brackets in-
dicate angular-momentum coupling. The algebra of SOs5d
contains the three pair-creation operators above (for a given
set a of levels), three corresponding destruction operators,
the three components of the isospin Ta, and the number op-
erator Nˆ a. Since H contains only generators of SOs5d
3SOs5d, its lowest-lying eigenstates will consist of configu-
rations in which the nucleons are entirely bound in isovector
S pairs of the type in Eq. (2).
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is not the most complicated
that could be built from generators of SOs5d3SOs5d. One
could, for instance, assign different strengths to the pairing
forces in the two levels, or make the proton pairing stronger
than the neutron pairing. Even without the last complication,
the Hamiltonian violates isospin sTd conservation unless
gpp=1. In our application of this model, we will make an
analogy between double-Fermi decay, the 2n version of
which vanishes when isospin is exactly conserved, and
double-Gamow-Teller decay in a more general model, which
vanishes when Wigner SUs4d is exactly conserved. Of
course, SUs4d is more badly violated than isospin, which is
nearly a good quantum number, but in our simplified model,
we will let isospin be badly violated to mock up the violation
of SUs4d in more realistic calculations.1 When T is violated,
the space of fully paired states in the two sets of levels pfg9/2
and sdg7/2 has dimension 1042 for 76Ge and 1347 for the
daughter nucleus 76Se.
We will calculate the ground-state to ground-state transi-
tion matrix elements of two operators: the 2n double-Fermi
operator and the 0n double-Fermi operator (both obtained
from the closure approximation). These operators have the
form
Mk = o
i,j
Oksi, jdti+t j+, s3d
where i , j refer to particles and t+ changes a neutron into a
proton. The space/spin parts of the operators are
O2nsi, jd = 1 s4d
and
1SUs5d is violated primarily at the mean-field level, while in our
calculations isospin is violated only in the two-body interaction.
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O0nsi, jd =
1
uri − r ju
. s5d
The label k in Eq. s3d refers to the kind of decay. The de-
nominator in Eq. s5d reflects the propagation of a virtual
neutrino inside the nucleus. We have neglected the average
nuclear excitation and short-range correlations in writing
O0n. We will also evaluate an operator that includes those
effects:
O0n8 si, jd =
fsuri − r jud
uri − r ju
, s6d
where f5,6g
fsrd ; e−1.5E¯r/"cf1 − e−g1r2s1 − g2r2dg2, s7d
with g1=1.1 fm−2, g2=0.68 fm−2, and E¯ taken somewhat
arbitrarily to be 15 MeV.
The fully paired basis states can be labeled
uN1 ,T1 ,M1 ;N2 ,T2 ,M2l, where N1 refers to the number of
pairs in level set 1 (the pfg9/2 shell), T1 to the isospin of
those N1 pairs (with N1−T1 even), M1 to the isospin projec-
tion of those pairs, etc., and M1+M2=1/2sZ−Nd. The
Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), and 2n decay operator, Eq. (4), are
products of generators and one can evaluate their matrix el-
ements, which depend only on the quantum numbers of the
pairs, following, e.g., Ref. [7]. But the 0n operators, Eqs. (5)
and (6), contain position-dependent factors that do not be-
long to the algebra. Their matrix elements will depend on the
wave functions of the single-particle states that make up our
basis and require more effort to evaluate. We have computed
them by applying the generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem
[7], which for matrix elements of an operator M between
fully paired states in SOs5d is
kVa,Na,Ta,MauMN0,T0,M0
sv1,v2d uVa,Na8,Ta8,Ma8l
= ksVa,0diMsv1,v2disVa,0dl
3ksVa,0dNa8Ta8;sv1,v2dN0T0isVa,0dNaTal
3kTa8Ma8;T0M0uTaMal . s8d
Here the extra “quantum number” Va, omitted in the labeling
scheme discussed in the previous paragraph, is the half the
total degeneracy of the level set a,
Va =
1
2 oaPa j
ˆ
a
2
, a = 1,2, s9d
and labels the representations sv1=Va ,v2=0d of SOs5d in
which all particles are fully paired. More general repre-
sentations, such as that characterizing the operator in Eq.
s8d, require two nonzero labels v1 and v2. The first factor
on the right-hand side of that equation is a reduced matrix
element that depends only on Va and the operator quan-
tum numbers v1 and v2. All the dependence on the initial
and final number of particles in the system, the initial and
final isospin and isospin projection, and the isospin and
particle-number quantum numbers of the operator appear
in the double-barred SOs5d “reduced Clebsch-Gordan” co-
efficient swhich is independent of the isospin-projection
quantum numbersd and an ordinary isospin Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient.
The work of of Ref. [7] allows us to decompose the op-
erators M0n and M0n8 into operators with good SOs5d
3SOs5d quantum numbers, lists some of the SOs5d Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients we need, and contains enough informa-
tion to allow us to construct (laboriously) those it does not
list: the coefficients for isospin-changing components of op-
erators belonging to the SOs5d representations s2,0d and
s2,2d. Here we show expressions for matrix elements of
double-charge-changing two-body operators in the “small
space” — all particles in the degenerate pfg9/2 levels — the
states of which we write in the form uN ,T ,Ml, where all
quantum numbers refer to the first set of levels sa=1d be-
cause the second set is empty. We focus on these matrix
elements because they are the most complicated and because
they will determine the behavior of the effective decay op-
erators when we truncate the wave function to the small
space (other matrix elements needed for the full calculation
are in the Appendix). Defining summed particle-particle and
particle-hole-like matrix elements of an arbitrary two-body
operator Mk that changes charge by two units (acting, for
generality of notation, in either of the two sets of levels) as
Fkppfa,bg ; o
aPa,bPb
jˆajˆbkfaag0uOkufbbg0l ,
Fkphfa,bg ; o
aPa,bPb
o
J
Jˆ2kfabgJuOkufabgJl , s10d
where, as before, a and b refer to degenerate sets of levels
and the matrix elements are antisymmetrized, we have when
all the particles are in the lowest set
kN,T ± 2,M + 2uMkuN,T,Ml =
˛T.sT. − 1ds2V − N + T. + 1ds2V − N − T,dsN + T. + 1dsN − T,d
8s2T. − 1dVsV − 1ds2V + 1d
3 kT ± 2 M + 2;1 − 1uT. − 1 M + 1lkT M ;1 1uT. − 1 M + 1lh 2Fkphf1,1g − s2V − 1dFkppf1,1g j ,
s11d
and
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kN,T,M + 2uMkuN,T,Ml =
˛TsT + 1d
4˛6s2T − 1ds2T + 3dVsV − 1ds2V + 1d
kT M ;2 2uT M + 2l
3 h fNsN − 2Vd − 3s2V + 1d + s4V + 1dTsT + 1dg2Fkphf1,1g
− fs2V − 1dNsN − 2Vd − 3Vs2V + 1d + s2V + 3dTsT + 1dgFkppf1,1g j . s12d
Here V;V1, and T. sT,d is the largest ssmallestd of the
isospins in the bra and ket of Eq. s11d. The eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian, Eq. s1d, have good particle number N and iso-
spin projection M, but are mixtures of states with different
isospins T. The same is true of the projection of the wave
functions onto the small space, so both the equations above
are important.
The most important fact about Eqs. (11) and (12) is that
they depend on the two-body matrix elements of the operator
through only two quantities, Fppf1,1g and Fphf1,1g, the
particle-particle and particle-hole (with some factors of jˆ re-
moved) matrix elements summed over all orbits in the lower
shell. The action of any two-body operator that changes
charge by two units on fully paired states in that shell can
therefore be constructed by specifying just two parameters.
This simplicity reflects the nature of the underlying correla-
tions. The interaction cannot create particle-hole excitations
involving different orbits.
III. MATRIX ELEMENTS, TRUNCATION OF WAVE
FUNCTIONS, AND EFFECTIVE OPERATORS
Before addressing the issues of effective decay operators
in the small space, we examine the behavior of the matrix
elements
Mk ; k0 fuMku0il s13d
of the operators M2n, M0n, and M0n8 connecting the ground
states of 76Ge and 76Se. The matrix elements are plotted in
Fig. 1 for fixed G, e=10G sresulting in about 20% of the
nucleons occupying the upper set of levelsd, and two val-
ues of gph. We vary gpp, which measures the strength of
proton-neutron pairing sthe graphs look qualitatively the
same when we change e to 20G and about 6% of the
particles are in the upper setd. To compare the behavior of
the three matrix elements with gpp, we have scaled the 0n
matrix elements so that they are equal to the 2n elements
at gpp=0. At gpp=1 isospin is conserved and the 2n matrix
element crosses zero. In realistic calculations the analog
of gpp in the Jp=1+ channel is close to 1; indeed, early
QRPA calculations gave matrix elements that were much
too large precisely because they neglected the particle-
particle interaction. The 0n matrix elements cross zero
only for larger gpp, much larger when gph=1, and are
therefore less sensitive than the 2n elements to that param-
eter when it is at a realistic value. This reduced sensitivity
is another aspect of our model that mirrors more compli-
cated calculations. The two versions of the 0n matrix ele-
ment are nearly proportional; the short-range correlations
and average excitation energy shrink the matrix element
by a factor of about 1.5, almost independently of gpp.
The different behavior of the 2n and 0n matrix elements
with gpp is explored in Fig. 2, which shows the pair-
separation transition density
Psrd ; k0 fuo
i,j
dsr − uri − r judti
+t j
+u0il s14d
sr is the magnitude of the internucleon separationd at several
values of gpp. The density Psrd is defined so that
E Psrddr = M2n, s15d
E Psrd
r
dr = M0n, s16d
etc. The figure shows that as gpp increases Psrd decreases
and then changes sign at large r, while remaining positive at
small r. At gpp=1 the integral of Psrd is zero but the
1/r-weighted integral is still positive because small values of
r are most important. Thus, the matrix elements of M0n and
M0n8 cross zero at larger gpp than that of M2n.
The reason that Psrd is most affected by gpp at large r is
the following: At gpp=0 only one pair can participate in the
FIG. 1. Double-b-decay matrix elements vs the strength of
neutron-proton pairing gpp for two values of the particle-hole cou-
pling gph. The matrix elements of the two 0n operators are scaled to
that of the 2n operator at gpp=0.
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ground-state to ground-state decay; since there are no corre-
lated proton-neutron pairs, the decay operator turns two neu-
trons within a given pair into two protons. As gpp becomes
larger the ground states contain neutron-proton pairs, and
double-b decay can proceed, e.g., through the transformation
of one neutron in a neutron-neutron pair and one in a (sepa-
rate) proton-neutron pair. These two neutrons are farther
apart on average than two in the same correlated pair, so the
transition density changes more at large r than at small r,
where it stays positive.
We now turn to the question of effective operators in the
small space (all nucleons in the pfg9/2 shell). The Bloch-
Horowitz equation [8]
HeffsEd = PHP + PHQ
1
E − QHQHP s17d
and approximations thereto are designed to construct an ef-
fective Hamiltonian Heff that obeys
HeffsEkdPuCkl = PHuCkl = EkPuCkl , s18d
where H is the full Hamiltonian, uCkl is an eigenstate with
energy Ek, P projects onto the subspace in which all particles
are in the pfg9/2 shell, and Q=1− P. Once the projections of
the eigenstates are known, effective transition operators Mkeff
can be constructed to satisfy
kC¯ kuMkeffuC¯ ll = kCkuMkuCll , s19d
where
uC¯ l ;
PuCl
˛kCuPuCl s20d
is the normalized component of uCl that has all the particles
in the lower set of levels. We do not actually have to know
Heff to construct Mkeff; we just need the full wave func-
tions uCkl and their normalized projections uC¯ kl.
Effective operators must in general be sums of 1-body,
2-body, up to N-body terms. It is common practice, how-
ever, to attempt to incorporate the effects of the excluded
space in an effective operator of the same rank (number of
bodies) as the original operator. Thus effective electromag-
netic transition operators are often taken to be one-body but
of a more general form than the original operator, with
“level-dependent effective charges.” In calculations of 2n
double-b decay, people often just multiply the bare operator
by a single effective coupling, usually 1/ s1.252d, to take into
account the observed quenching of spin-dependent transi-
tions. When calculating 0n decay they either use the bare
operator or the same quenched coupling as for 2n decay.
Nothing beyond a simple multiplicative renormalization has
ever been attempted.
Although by definition there always exists a multiplica-
tive factor that will work, the trick is to know what it is.
Figure 3 shows that the appropriate factor is different in 0n
decay than in 2n decay. At gpp=0.9, a value yielding a rea-
sonable approximation to the real world within our model,
the renormalization factor for 0n decay must be 1.8 when
e=10G and 1.5 when e=20G sgph=0d. For 2n decay, these
numbers are 1.3 and 1.1 (adding the particle-hole force
changes the numbers only a little). These results measure the
quality both of calculations that use bare operators and of
those that attempt to incorporate the effects of neglected
single-particle levels by renormalizing the 2n and 0n opera-
tors by the same factor.
Figure 4, which shows Psrd at gpp=0.5 for the full ground
states u0l and their normalized small-space projections u0¯l,
sheds some light on the different renormalization factors.
Interestingly, the transition density spreads out when pro-
jected onto the small space, so that most of the change is at
small r and, as a result, the renormalization factor for the 0n
transition is larger than for the 2n transition. One can under-
stand the spreading by looking at the structure of the corre-
lated pairs in Eq. (2). The one-body piece of the mean-square
internucleon distance ksr1−r2d · sr1−r2dl is uniformly reduced
by the cross term −2kr1 ·r2l. In the pfg9/2 shell r connects
only the f7/2 and g9/2 levels. Adding the upper shell intro-
duces many more contributions to kr1 ·r2l and so reduces the
FIG. 2. The transition density Psrd [see Eq. (14)] as a function
of internucleon separation r for several values of gpp, with e
=10G and gph=0. FIG. 3. 2n (top) and 0n (bottom) matrix elements vs the strength
of neutron-proton pairing gpp for gph=0. The solid lines are the
results in the full model space and the dashed lines are the results
obtained by sandwiching the bare operator between normalized pro-
jections of the wave functions onto the small model space.
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mean-square radius below its value in one shell. Alterna-
tively (and more simply), the 0n matrix element is more
sensitive to occupation of the upper set of levels because the
neutrino propagator in Eq. (5) allows the 0n operator to con-
nect those levels with the more highly occupied levels in the
lower shell. The 2n operator, which lacks radial dependence,
does not connect levels from different shells.
If simple renormalization by a constant factor is danger-
ous, what about applying ideas used in electromagnetic phys-
ics to obtain a more general two-body operator? The usual
practice there is to assume N nucleons in the valence shell
when constructing an effective N-body operator, and then to
apply that operator when there are larger numbers of valence
particles. We can implement that procedure easily and ex-
actly here, with N=2. The ground-state to ground-state tran-
sition for two valence neutrons in the small space decaying
to two protons does not depend on the parameter Fk,effph of the
effective operator in Eq. (19) (i.e., the coefficient of Fkppf1,1g
in Eq. (12) vanishes when N=1 and T=1 because the
particle-hole piece of the operator does not act on nucleons
within the same pair), and so determines the parameter Fk,effpp .
The excited states in both the initial and final nuclei have
seniority 2 and are unaffected by the interaction; their struc-
ture plus that of the paired ground state determine Fk,effph in a
simple way. More precisely, the effective particle-particle
and particle-hole parameters for the operator Mkeff are given
by
Fk,effpp = Fkppf1,1g
k0 fuMku0il
k0¯ fuMku0¯il
s21d
and
Fk,effph = Fkphf1,1g +
1
2V
sFk,effpp − Fkppf1,1gd , s22d
where the wave functions u0il su0 fld are the full two-neutron
stwo-protond ground-state wave functions, the barred wave
functions are their normalized projections onto the small
space, and V;V1 characterizes the pfg9/2 shell. With these
identifications sthe Ff1,1g’s are “bare” coupling constantsd,
the operator Mkeff reproduces all transitions involving the
lowest Vs2V−1d states in each nucleus. It is what one
would obtain by carrying the usual diagrammatic pertur-
bation theory for the two-valence-nucleon system to all
orders.
Of course we really ought to be determining the effective
operator for 76Ge→ 76Se, rather than the two-valence-
nucleon transition 42Ca→ 42Ti. That, however, would amount
to solving the problem exactly. But one might decide that it
would be better (and feasible) to focus on ground-state to
ground-state transitions, in the two-nucleon system and, say,
in the four-nucleon system 44Ca→ 44Ti. Reproducing these
two transitions would determine the two parameters Fk,effpp
and Fk,effph , and would have the advantage of incorporating
neutron-proton pairing, which we know plays an important
role in the heavier systems when gpp is turned on, into the
effective operator (through the two-proton two-neutron state
in 44Ti).
We display the results of both these prescriptions for the
operator M0n in Fig. 5. Both procedures improve on the bare
operator, particularly when e=20G, where they make up
about half the difference between the bare and full results,
but neither is perfect.2 As expected, the fit to transitions in-
volving two and four nucleons works better than the operator
constructed entirely in the two-valence-nucleon system, but
not remarkably so. We tried determining the effective opera-
tor entirely from four-valence-nucleon systems, but the im-
provement was minimal. The difference between the exact
and approximate results is a measure of the amount higher-
body effective operators contribute to the transitions.
One reason that two-valence-nucleon systems are empha-
2For 2n decay the bare operator gives a better approximation than
for 0n decay (see Fig. 3), but the effective-operator procedures im-
prove on it only slightly.
FIG. 4. The transition density Psrd as a function of internucleon
separation, at gpp=0.5, for the full ground-state wave functions
(solid line) and their normalized projections onto the small space
(dashed line).
FIG. 5. Matrix elements of 0n effective operators as a function
of gpp. The dashed line corresponds to the bare operator in the small
model space, the dotted line to the effective operator that repro-
duces transitions in the two-valence-nucleon system, and the dot-
dashed line to the operator that reproduces ground-state transitions
in two- and four-valence-nucleon systems. The solid line is the
exact result in the full model space.
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sized in the traditional treatment of effective operators is that
diagrammatic perturbation theory becomes complicated
when more particles are considered. Reference [9] proposed
a nonperturbative algorithm, based on the Lanczos represen-
tation of Green’s functions as continued fractions [10], that
can be used for any number of particles. For every state
uN ,T ,Ml in the small space and some guess for the ground-
state energy E (in both the initial and final nuclei), we con-
struct the approximation to the large-space vector sE
−QHd−1uN ,T ,Ml and HeffsEd, and then diagonalize the latter
in the small space. We then redefine E to be the lowest
eigenenergy and repeat the process until E does not change.
Finally we construct the Lanczos approximation to the full
ground-state wave functions
u0l = ZS1 + 1E − QHQHDu0¯l , s23d
where Z is a computable normalization factor, and calculate
the transition matrix elements. The results for different num-
bers of Lanczos vectors appear in Fig. 6, where e=20G.
Only eight or nine such vectors are required to get excel-
lent results, but the iteration method fails to converge if e
is too small se.g., 10G.d. Furthermore, it is hard in our
context to see the advantage of this procedure over simply
doing a Lanczos diagonalization to obtain the ground-state
eigenvectors in the large space with the “starting vector”
determined, for example, by diagonalizing H in the small
space. Such techniques are already exploited in shell-
model calculations, and it is not clear that replacing them
with the Bloch-Horowitz equation would be useful. Ref-
erence f11g proposed a new perturbative approach to solv-
ing that equation, but it has been worked out only in very
light systems.
IV. QRPA
The QRPA is the most commonly used method for calcu-
lating double-b decay rates. How accurate is it? If it is not so
accurate, can its predictions for 0n decay be improved by
fixing certain parameters in the Hamiltonian to reproduce 2n
decay, as suggested in Ref. [3]? We examine both questions
here.
We carry out the QRPA in the usual way (see, e.g., Ref.
[5]). We first solve the BCS equations in the initial and final
nuclei, obtaining the amplitudes uap
i
,vap
i
,uan
i
,van
i and
uap
f
,vap
f
,uan
f
,van
f
. The corresponding occupation probabilities
agree very well with the exact occupation probabilities for all
values of the energy splitting e. Next, we solve the usual
QRPA equations of motion for both nuclei and use the ex-
pressions in Ref. [5] to evaluate the transition matrix ele-
ments. (The only difference is that in that paper the matrix
element was obtained by averaging results from a calculation
purely within the initial nucleus and from one within the
final nucleus. Here we use both sets of u’s and v’s in the
same expression, inserting an overlap between intermediate
states generated by the QRPA from the initial and final
ground states.) Since we evaluate only the closure matrix
elements we can compare with the exact solutions. The de-
pendence on the level splitting e resides in the BCS ampli-
tudes u ,v as well as in the QRPA amplitudes X ,Y; the latter
also depend on the interaction strength gpp. The QRPA ma-
trix elements are always evaluated by expanding the transi-
tion operator in proton-particle/neutron-hole multipole-
multipole form. Since for 2n decay the transition operator is
just 2t1+t2+, only the 0+ contribution (in real nuclei, the 1+
contribution) exists. The neutrino propagator causes all mul-
tipoles contribute to 0n decay.
In our model the interaction acts only in 0+ intermediate
states. For all other multipoles 0n expressions reduce to their
BCS form. The final result can be expressed as
k0 fuMku0ilQRPA = s0+partd + o
a,b,J
uan
f vbp
f ubp
i van
i
3sfbbgJuOkufaagJdF jˆajˆbdJ,0 − Jˆ2da,bjˆa2 G ,
s24d
where the matrix elements with rounded brackets are unsym-
metrized sas usual in the RPAd and “0+ part” refers to the
matrix element when only the 0+ multipole in the particle-
hole decomposition of the operator is included. For 2n decay
the rest of the expression vanishes, but for 0n decay there is
a simple contribution from the other multipoles that is inde-
pendent of the proton-neutron interaction.
The exact and QRPA results for both double-b decay
modes are compared in Fig. 7. The agreement is very good
over the whole interval gpp=0–1. Note that QRPA equations
have no solution (the solutions are said to “collapse”) for gpp
only slightly above unity. The agreement is equally good for
all values of the splitting e.
Previous comparisons between QRPA and exact results
for M2n in this model [2] have not found such good agree-
ment. The better agreement here is related to the larger de-
generacies V and the larger number of particles we use to
represent shell-model calculations in 76Ge.
Reference [3] suggested a procedure for reducing the de-
pendence of the 0n rate on the number of single-particle
FIG. 6. Approximations to the 0n matrix element, for e=20G,
from a Lanczos representation of the Bloch-Horowitz equation, as
described in Ref. [9]. Results are shown when the representation is
truncated at different numbers of Lanczos vectors, and compared to
the exact results.
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states used in the QRPA. Simply put, the method is this:
assuming that the strength of the particle-particle interaction,
gpp, is the most important parameter, one evaluates both ma-
trix elements M0n and M2n as a function of that parameter.
One can then invert the relation between M2n and gpp and
express M0n directly in terms of M2n. Reference [3] did this
within the QRPA and in a modified version, the renormalized
QRPA [12], for 76Ge, 100Mo, 130Te, and 136Xe. It turned out
that the effects of single-particle levels far away from the
Fermi surface, while noticeable for M0n and M2n considered
separately, became negligible when M0n was plotted against
M2n. In other words, knowing M2n (from experiment) one
could obtain the unknown M0n, and its value was the same
whether the far away single-particle states were included or
not in the QRPA, as long as at least two oscillator shells
(more than in our small space) were included. The question
remains whether the QRPA result, even if insensitive to the
model space, is correct.
When we carry out an analogous procedure in the
SOs5d3SOs5d model, we find that M0n and M2n are related
as shown in Fig. 8. While the relation between them is a
simple one, it is not independent of e, as it would be if the
ideas of Ref. [3] played out perfectly. Instead, the offset in
M0n depends on e (but is independent of gpp). With increas-
ing e the lines in the figure, for obvious reasons, come closer
together. While fixing gpp to the exact (large-space) value of
M2n improves the small-space prediction of M0n, it always
leaves it smaller than the exact result.
In the realistic calculations the strength of the pairing in-
teraction was adjusted so that the pairing gap was the same
in the “large” and “small” spaces. We do the same at e
=20G; the corresponding line moves closer to the e=‘ limit,
but is still significantly different. Finally, in Ref. [3] the
proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairing constants were
adjusted separately. With a typical value G
,22/A MeV and "v=41/A1/3 MeV, the value of e cor-
responding to Ref. [3] is at least 40G. With that value and a
charge-dependent pairing renormalization Gnn /Gpp,1.2
here, the line moves even closer to its limiting value.
The matrix elements in Fig. 8 were obtained without any
particle-hole force, i.e., for gph=0. When the calculation is
repeated with gph=1 both M0n and M2n are significantly re-
duced (see Fig. 1). When the parameter gpp is eliminated,
however, and M0n is expressed as a function of M2n, the
resulting lines are essentially identical to those shown in Fig.
8. In other words, the procedure of Ref. [3] eliminates the
dependence of M0n on the parameter gph, at least in this
model. This important conclusion should be tested in more
realistic QRPA calculations.
Why does the prescription of Ref. [3] fail to fully elimi-
nate model-space dependence in this model? There are sev-
eral possibilities. As we pointed out earlier, the magnitude of
the level splitting e used here is unrealistically small. Using
larger e moves the large-space lines closer to those of the
small space. Also, the interaction here affects only the 0+
multipole, while in realistic calculations all multipoles are
affected to some degree. In any event, even with its short-
comings the procedure is interesting enough here that we
find M0n=aM2n+b independently of the values of both gpp
and gph, with b decreasing as the level splitting increases.
Combined with the accuracy of the QRPA in our model, this
implies that the procedure gives a lower limit for the exact
value of M0n provided that the Hamiltonian is corrected to
reproduce the exact value of M2n.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our most important findings are that (1) calculated 2n and
0n decay rates are affected differently by model-space trun-
cation, (2) familiar procedures for finding effective two-body
decay operators to correct for truncation help matters but
leave substantial room for improvement, and (3) the proce-
dure of Ref. [3] for eliminating model-space dependence in
the QRPA helps but does not work as well in our model as in
realistic calculations.
Several issues still need to be investigated. How accurate
are the QRPA results of Ref. [3] once the renormalization
procedure is applied? Ironically, although the QRPA itself is
very accurate in our model, almost certainly more accurate
than in reality because the model has very collective modes
(the pairs), the renormalization procedure leaves more re-
FIG. 7. Comparison of the exact and QRPA values for the 2n
matrix element (top) and 0n matrix element (bottom) for the indi-
cated values of the spacing e between the degenerate fpg9/2 and
sdg7/2 shells.
FIG. 8. Dependence of the matrix element M0nsgppd on the ma-
trix element M2nsgppd for the indicated values of the level spacing e.
See text for further explanation.
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sidual model-space dependence here than in realistic calcu-
lations. We therefore cannot really address the question in
our model. Another issue we have not addressed is the ef-
fects of very-high momentum states on double-b-decay op-
erators. Such effects are usually simulated by the short-
range-correlation function f in Eq. (6), but it is not clear how
accurate a result is achieved that way. We are currently ex-
amining two-body short-range correlations by summing lad-
der diagrams similar to those that make up the Brueckner G
matrix.
Properly treating more-body effects will be harder, both
for short-range correlations and the longer-range correlations
we investigated here. Finding a good approximation scheme
to incorporate them into shell-model calculations is, in our
view, the most important problem in the theoretical treatment
of double-b decay. Because only the ground states need to be
calculated, much of conventional effective-operator theory is
superfluous and the biggest payoff may come from pushing
Lanczos-diagonalization methods to the largest model spaces
possible, leaving only high-momentum correlations to be ab-
sorbed into operators.
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APPENDIX
Here we supplement Eqs. (11) and (12) with relations
necessary to evaluate matrix elements of charge-changing
two-body operators between states of the form
uN1 ,T1 ,M1 ;N2 ,T2 ,M2l, corresponding to particles in both
sets of levels. Equations (11) and (12) can be used with N
=N1 sN2d ,T=T1 sT2d ,M =M1 sM2d, and the f1,1g sf2,2gd
F’s whenever N2 sN1d ,T2 sT1d, and M2 sM1d are the same in
the bra as in the ket. When those isospin quantum numbers
change, we also need (with M18=M1+1 and M28=M2+1 ev-
erywhere below)
kN1,T18,M18;N2,T28,M28uMkuN1,T1,M1;N2,T2,M2l
=
1
2
dT1,T18
dT2,T28
˛T1sT1 + 1dT2sT2 + 1d
V1V2
kT1 M1;1 1uT1 M18l
3kT2 M2;1 1uT2 M28lFkphf12g , sA1d
where the Kronecker d’s arise from the condition that N
−T be even. When the operator moves pairs from one set of
levels to another, finally, we need
kN1 + 1,T18,M18;N2 − 1,T28,M28uMkuN1,T1,M1;N2,T2,M2l
=
1
8V1V2
HN1,T1,T18
V1 HN2−1,T28,T2
V2
3kT1 M1;1 1uT18 M18lkT28 M28;1 − 1uT2 M2lFkppf12g ,
sA2d
and
kN1 − 1,T18,M18;N2 + 1,T28,M28uMkuN1,T1,M1;N2,T2,M2l
=
1
8V1V2
HN1−1,T18,T1
V1 HN2,T2,T28
V2
3kT18 M18;1 − 1uT1 M1lkT2 M2;1 1uT28 M28lFkppf12g ,
sA3d
where
HN,T,T+1
V
= −˛sT + 1ds2V − N − TdsN + T + 3d
2T + 3
sA4d
and
HN,T,T−1
V
=˛Ts2V − N + T + 1dsN − T + 2d
2T − 1
. sA5d
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